
It would seem appropriate to compare singer/songwriter, Essence
to the likes of sarah McLachlan, shawn corvin and rori Amos - all
whom she has either toured with or admires. But this gem of an art-
ist, whose track Glitter Gone from her freshman arbum, conception,
exemplifies how melody,
pathos and lyricism can be fused to the level of a classic, is inevitably
going to be categorized as such. Don't be fooled. There is so much
more to this 6th generation Northern california native who won the
National Lilith Fair Talent Competition in 199g and has just released
her smashing third album of infectious indie-pop and electronica
tunes, Feels Like the Future.

"My goal is to write emotionally evocative, vulnerable songs," says
Essence. "songs that are rich in story-telling and metaphor." This
should come as no surprise to those that have followed

Essence faithfully through the years and listened to her honest, captivating music - just as stirring in
a remixed, electronically produced context as it is in an acoustic rendition. lt's no wonder, since her
heroes include such artists as Willy Nelson, Tom Petty, Paul Simon, Bob Dylan and Joni Mitchell, all
of whom mine life experiences for music that is profoundly relatable and resonant through the ages.
Feels Like the Future was greatly inspired by my meeting my husband and I wrote it after the first
time we hung out," she explains. "lt was earth-shaking. Just like great music, it could not be ignored
and I was compelled to follow it through."

But the album is not just an ode to newfound love. Feels Like the Future is bright and upbeat, but it's
also a farewell to the past and an enthusiastic embrace of the future. Deeply influenced by the
passing of her father and the birth of her son a few months after, Essence demonstrates her
versatility in tracks like How to Say Goodbye and Shape of You which helped her to celebrate and
also let go a little bit. And then there is also the pulsating mix of Lunar Rings and Numb, a standout
track that grabs hold of you and embodies all the qualities that make a song not only personally
relevant, but an enduring hit.
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